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History of Kelmarna & the Past 5 Years

40 years old in 2021

• 1981 - 1992 - Biointensive growing, training for the unemployed

• 1992 - 2015 - Framework Trust, vocational mental health programme

• 2015 - Forever - Managed directly by Kelmarna Community Garden Trust      
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Community priorities set in 2015:

• Therapeutic gardening

• Educational opportunities for adults and children

• Community building and participation

• Building capacity of the organisation
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Achievements of the Past 5 Years 

• Large and growing network of volunteers

• Established school partnerships and programme

• Business and community partnerships

• Soil Factory community composting service

• Staff team grown from one (1 FTE) to four (3.2 FTE)

• Grown our sustainable income sources, and ability to access 

   grant funding
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Kelmarna’s Role in 2020 

Urgency of:

• Climate crisis

• Critical issues in our food system

• Food security / urban resilience

• Community disconnection

Kelmarna has unique opportunities in 

Auckland to address these.
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Kelmarna Gardens - Theory of Change Overview

o Use our site to demonstrate best 
practice

o Educate the community to grow 
food

o Connect next generation with 
food system

o Contribute to local food security
o Compost food scraps and 

promote home composting
o Advocate for regenerative food 

systems; partner with others
o Create jobs in the urban food

system

o Manage land regeneratively
o Use and promote organic 

practices
o Practice and promote pest and 

predator control

o Provide horticultural therapy
o Maintain Kelmarna as a safe and 

welcoming social space for all
o Create opportunities for 

connection and participation
o Provide accessible green space 

for public use
o Promote healthy eating – selling 

produce and promoting home 
gardening

o Collaborate to enable diverse 
communities to benefit from 
Kelmarna resources

What are we doing to 
support change?

ACTIVITIES

✓People are making better 
food choices

✓Demand for local and 
organic food and their 
availability has increased

✓People know how to grow 
their own food and are 
growing more themselves

✓More people working in
regenerative agriculture

✓Visible local food system
champions

✓People generate less 
waste

✓More people garden and 
compost at home

✓People make more 
environmentally 
supportive choices

✓Reforestation/revegetation
✓Fewer predators
✓More bees and pollinators

✓People have opportunities 
to access green space 
and participate in 
community activities

✓People have a safe, 
supported environment to 
garden and be outdoors in 
the city

✓Children educate parents

Signs of progress
OUTCOMES

✓People eat 
well

✓Soil is 
replenished

✓Zero 
emissions

✓Zero food 
waste to 
landfill

✓Regenerative
agriculture in 
the city  is the
norm

✓Increased 
biodiversity

✓Soil is 
replenished

✓Carbon is 
sequestered

✓Zero food 
waste to 
landfill

✓Connected 
and engaged 
communities

✓People eat 
well

Longer-term 
benefits we 
hope to see

IMPACT

Foster and 
champion a 
resilient 
regenerative 
urban food 
system

Regenerate our 
land and 
enhance local 
ecosystems

Support the 
health and 
wellbeing of 
our 
communities

STRATEGIC 
GOALS

KELMARNA GARDENS: Theory of CHANGE

What are we 
working 
towards?

OUR GOOD 
THING

A resilient, 
healthy 

community 
that lives in a 

way that 
regenerates the 

natural 
environment; 

connected to the 
land, our food 

and each other.
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Kelmarna Gardens - Strategic Plan

KELMARNA GARDENS: STRATEGIC PLAN

OUR GOOD THING
What are we 
working towards?

OUR PURPOSE
Why do we exist?

OUR GOALS

A resilient, healthy community that lives in a way 
that regenerates the natural environment; 
connected to the land, our food and each other.

To champion and demonstrate a regenerative 
local food system that supports climate change 
mitigation, urban resilience and community 
wellbeing.

1. Food: Foster and champion a resilient and 
regenerative urban food system

2. Environment: Regenerate our land and enhance 
local ecosystems

3. Community: Support the health and wellbeing of our 
local communities

4. Organisation: Ensure financial and organisational
sustainability so that we can achieve our strategic 
objectivesPhoto: Claire Mossong
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Kelmarna Paddocks Historical Use

• Paddocks always belonged to the Kelmarna site

• Previously lent out to partner organisations for grazing

• These livestock have always been part of the food system

• In 2017, MAGS gifted three steers to Kelmarna - first time Kelmarna 

owned/managed the livestock
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DISCLAIMER:
This map/plan is illustrative only and all information should be
independently verified on site before taking any action. Copyright
Auckland Council.  Land Parcel Boundary information from LINZ
(Crown Copyright Reserved).  Whilst due care has been taken,
Auckland Council gives no warranty as to the accuracy and plan
completeness of any information on this map/plan and accepts no
liability for any error, omission or use of the information.
Height datum: Auckland 1946.
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Paddock Review Process

• Internal research

• Advice from regenerative farmers

• External research by Resilio

• Decision-making facilitated by Resilio

• Community consultation

• Follow up communication 
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Whole farm thinking - Guiding Principles for Translating Theory of Change 
into Land Management Approach

Regenerative organic approach across all operations:

• Managing for the land first, as investment in our future

• Maximise carbon sequestration

• Maximise biodiversity, above and below ground

• Healthy landscapes are also beautiful ones     

Diversify farm enterprises /operations:

• Ecological resilience

• Maximise varied educational opportunities

• Financial resilience

• Maximising the use of our unique site & resources
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Whole farm thinking - Guiding Principles for Translating Theory of Change 
into Land Management Approach

Foster symbiotic relationships between different operations:

• Low input, closed loop systems

• Utilising “waste” from internal activities and the wider community

• Allowing plants and animals to fulfill natural ecosystem roles in partnership

  
Connect farmers to eaters:

• Educational opportunities for community to understand food production

• Build transparency and trust in local food systems

• Hands-on community involvement in food production

• Best value for all parties
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Whole farm thinking - Guiding Principles for Translating Theory of Change 
into Land Management Approach

Ensure sustainability of financial and human resources:

• Realistic operations with our level of resources, taking into account manageable 

    pace of growth

• Creation of meaningful jobs and training opportunities in the regenerative food system

• Operations function well for humans, as a key part of the system

• Proving viability of regenerative production models

• “Vertical stacking” of operations - producing multiple outputs and incomes from one space
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PLANT BASED PLANT & ANIMAL  

Biointensive Gardening & 
Regenerative Agriculture

Land Management Systems Considered

Native RevegetationBamboo  Grazing Pasture 

Pastured PoultrySilvopasture

Food Forest

Multistrata 
Agroforestry

Agroforestry Perennial Crops

Refer to appendix for further detail on systems
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Refer to appendix for further detail on systems

Silvopasture involves the integration 
of trees, forage, nuts, fruit, perennial 
crops, mushrooms and the grazing of 
domesticated animals in a mutually 
beneficial way. Research suggests 
these productive systems far 
out-pace any grassland technique for 
counteracting the methane emissions 
of livestock and sequestering carbon 
under-hoof. 
The introduction of sheep would be 
added as an additional layer to the 
silvopasture system to graze and 
fertilise the understory layers. 

Revegetation involves returning 
degraded annual cropland or pasture 
and grassland into a native biome - 
typically a forest. Active revegetation 
is labor intensive, yet necessary to 
revive native forests in a positive 
way. 
Benefits are improved biodiversity, 
habitat for native wildlife (insects, 
frogs, reptiles and birds), stabilising 
soil, recreating ecological corridors, 
enhancing water quality and 
landscapes. 

Pastured poultry is a sustainable 
agriculture technique that allows 
birds to range freely and practice 
normal bird behaviour within open 
pasture. 
Laying hens would be added as an 
additional layer to the silvopasture/ 
regenerative agriculture system.
Hens would be rotated and fenced 
within pastoral and selective areas 
to assist in ground maintenance, 
fertilisation and soil production. 
For safety and security, hens are 
housed overnight inside a mobile 
chicken coop. 

Biointensive gardening and 
regenerative agriculture is a method 
of growing annual crops intensively 
in permanent beds on a small scale to 
produce nutrient-dense food which 
incorporates compost application, 
cover crops, crop rotation, green 
manures, no-till or reduced tillage, 
and/or organic production.

Native Revegetation Pastured Poultry

Preferred Systems 

Biointensive Gardening & 
Regenerative Agriculture

Silvopasture
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Implementation - Stage One

EXISTING GARDEN AREAS

1

2

4

3
       Regenerative no-dig market gardening

• Increase production on-site, allowing more of our community to 
purchase local, nutrient-dense food.

• Increase sustainable income generation for Kelmarna.
• Trial a Community Supported Agriculture model, enabling closer 

connection between growers and community.

       Native revegetation / infill planting

• Provide habitat for native wildlife
• Make use of wet areas, prone to pugging
• Infill areas of existing native revegetation 
• Widen riparian buffer around Cox’s Creek
• Carbon sink
• Community engagement through planting days

       Grazing livestock - sheep (max 12)

• Produce organic meat as part of a holistic regenerative growing 
system.

• Increase sustainable income generation for Kelmarna.
• Provide educational opportunities about livestock rearing and food 

systems, demonstrate regenerative land management.
• Build soil and sequester carbon through holistic grazing.
• Produce manure for compost, providing fertility for the gardens.

           Jafa’s Grazing Paddock

1

2

3

4
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Implementation - Stage Two

EXISTING GARDEN AREAS

5 6

        Establish silvopasture terraces - multi-strata, multi-species tree lines 
        through the paddocks

•   The silvopasture terraces increase food production and biodiversity with
         the diverse selection of trees, shrubs, perennials, fruit, nuts and forage for                     
         livestock. 
•   The understory perennial crops produce for many years, with lower        

  maintenance and limited soil disturbance. 
•   Trees provide services for animals - forage (feed), shade, shelter - and bring 
         up  minerals from the subsoil that aren’t necessarily available in 
         grass/pasture
•   Mobile fencing would be used to protect trees from livestock while 
         vegetation is  establishing.
•   Community engagement through planting days.

        Open pasture 

•   Open pasture area without planted trees to allow a flexible space for events 
         and festivals. 

5

6

5
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Implementation - Stage Three

Refer to appendix for further detail on stages

EXISTING GARDEN AREAS

7

8

        Add additional vegetation layers to silvopasture terraces

• Add additional layers of biomass, cover-crops, perennials and forage for 
livestock, increasing photosynthesis and carbon sequestration. 

       Rotational Layer hens

• Layer hens could be added as a third layer of production. Living in mobile                   
shelters (“eggmobiles”), hens would be rotated through the paddocks, 

          following 3-4 days behind the sheep.
• Production of high nutrition pasture-raised eggs, generating income.
• Beneficial relationship with sheep - hens keep insect / parasites 

populations down, spread sheep manure and add their own to fertilise 
lower story planting. 

• Add to diversity of educational opportunities on site.
• Mobile fencing would be used to protect trees / vegetation from livestock 

while establishing.

7

8
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Addressing Last Year’s Issues

What happened:

• 3 steers gifted to Kelmarna in 2017, outgrew the land in 2019

• Decision to sell meat produced to local community and restaurant partners

• Publicised through digital channels - email, Facebook, Instagram.

• Mixed response - lots of demand, but viral backlash online

• Impossible to continue due to reputational risk, impact of abuse, and withdrawal by 

    butcher partners. 
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Addressing Last Year’s Issues

Understanding what went wrong:

• Not enough upfront/ongoing communication

• Some people felt surprised

• Some local people feel ownership without involvement in Kelmarna

• Didn’t have response plan in place for backlash

• Some platforms (e.g. Facebook) enabled viral spread outside of our community.
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Addressing Last Year’s Issues

What could be done differently:

• Consultation - community mandate

• Build our neighbours into our active community

• Upfront ongoing communication - on-site and online

• Avoid some online channels. Create specific mailing list for those interested in 

   purchasing meat.

• Timing of communications - avoid potential flashpoints

• It can be managed - many examples of successful direct sales from urban (and other) 

   farms globally.
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Appendices

• Plant & Animal Based Land Management Systems

• Land Use Management Systems explored 



Plant & Animal Based Land Management Systems

March 2020

KELMARNA GARDENS
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Plant & Animal Based Land Management Systems 

Introduction

Introduction

This document evaluates the potential of plant and 
animal based land management systems for the area 
of land currently in pasture that would suit the scale 
and scope for Kelmarna Garden. The research has taken 
into consideration the variables of labour requirements 
and additional infrastructure and external support, 
carbon capture, financial input and outputs, regulatory 
compliance and environmental outcomes. 

In terms of public relations, we feel that the majority of 
systems will not affect the neighbouring properties in 
terms of privacy or noise and greater productivity on site 
will attract visitors wanting  to learn and possibly partake 
in developing the systems. 

Due to the limits of the study, the document  provides a 
high overview of secondary sources of research available 
and application to small scale productive sites. 

This is a living document that can be regularly updated as 
further resources, research and data developed through 
growing regenerative practices and change of land use. 
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Plant Based Land Management Systems_ Descriptions 

Biointensive Gardening and Regenerative Agriculture6Afforestation1

Afforestation involves the cultivation of trees for timber or 
other biomass uses on degraded annual cropland or pasture 
and grassland. Climate mitigation is achieved through 
biosequestration in soils, biomass, and timber. 

Agroforestry2

Agroforestry involves the integration of trees and annual/
perennial crops into pastoral farms and agricultural 
landscapes to diversify productive output.

Perennial Crops7 

Perennial crops involves cultivation of productive perennials 
such as fruits, nuts and biomass grasses. They are powerful 
sequester of carbon and the most effective any agricultural 
system because they leave the soil intact. 

Bamboo8

BambooA involves the cultivation of any number of bamboo 
speciesB for timber or other biomass uses on degraded annual 
cropland or pasture and grassland. Climate mitigation is 
achieved through biosequestration in soils, biomass, and 
long-lived bamboo products.

Native Revegetation9

Revegetation involves returning degraded annual cropland 
or pasture and grassland into a native biome - typically a 
forest. Active revegetation is labor intensive, yet necessary to 
revive native forests in a positive way. Benefits are improved 
biodiversity, habitat for native wildlife (insects, frogs, reptiles 
and birds), stabilising soil, recreating ecological corridors, 
enhancing water quality and landscapes. 

Multistrata Agroforestry3

This layering system is characterized by having an overstory 
of taller trees, and an understory of one or multiple layers 
of crops growing in some degree of shade and maximizing 
both horizontal and vertical space. The blend of plants used 
varies by region and culture, but follow a similar pattern. This 
system is favourable on sloped sites as their structure and 

Silvopasture4

Silvopasture involves the integration of trees, nuts, fruit, 
perennial crops, mushrooms & livestock. It is one approach 
within the broader umbrella of agroforestry and revives an 
ancient practice, now common on over 350 million acres 
worldwide. Research suggests these productive systems far out-
pace any grassland technique for counteracting the methane 
emissions of livestock and sequestering carbon under-hoof.

Food Forest5

A food forest is an orchard with the diversity and layering of 
a forest. It is typically comprised of five to seven layers with 
the uppermost layer being the canopy layer of large fruit and 
nut trees. The remaining layers typically include dwarf fruit 
trees, shrubs such as berries, herbs, bee-forage plants and 
poultry forage plants. 

Biointensive gardening and regenerative agriculture is a 
method of growing annual crops intensively in permanent 
beds on a small scale to produce nutrient-dense food which 
incorporates compost application, cover crops, crop rotation, 
green manures, no-till or reduced tillage, and/or organic 
production.

A Bamboo is a particular type of perennial grass. Due to its 
unique qualities and characteristics we have chosen to explore 
it as a unique plant based land management system.
B There are a wide range of bamboo species that could be 
cultivated at Kelmarna Gardens for a range of (on site and/or 
commercial) uses.
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Potential of Plant Based Land Management Systems
ADDITIONAL 

INFRASTRUCTURE
FINANCIAL YEARLY 
GROSS REVENUE

CARBON CAPTURE
ENVIRONMENTAL 

OUTCOMES
LABOUR REQUIREMENTS

Additional  infrastructure 
required to establish system. 

E.g. Fencing, Earthworks, 
Irrigation, Machinery

(Hrs / $)

After 5 years
(excluding start up costs) 

($)

Amount of carbon retained in 
production system E.g. soil, above 

ground biomass, root systems, 
wood and non-wood materials

(Average carbon 
sequestration rate in metric 
tons per acre per year once  

established )

Degree of ecological benefits 
(E.g. improved soil, nutrient 

cycling, water retention, 
pollination, water purification, 

climate regulation)

Initial Establishment
(Hrs)

Ongoing Maintenance
(Hrs)

Species dependent
89t Tōtara - 30 Years
323t Pine - 30 Years

104t Tōtara - 30 Years
330t Pine - 30 Years

73t Perennials - 30 Years

3.2

1.95

2.5

2.9

1.95

Species dependent 1.5 - 2.68 Species 
dependent up to 28 

years 

2.3 

1.5 After 8-10 Years 
Growth

High 

Full Day

Half Day

Weekly Monthly

Average Low High Labour Low LabourAverage Labour

PRODUCTIVE SYSTEM

Afforestation

Agroforestry

Multistrata Agroforestry

Silvopasture
(including animals)

Food Forest
(including animals)

Bamboo Crops

Biointensive Gardening 
/ Intensive Organic 
Market Gardens

Perennial Crops - 
Herbaceous

Regenerative 
Agriculture

Native Revegetation

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$ $ $

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$ $

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$



Potential  Animal Based Land Management Systems
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ANIMAL 
SYSTEMS  CATTLE GOATS

IN
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Additional 
Infrastructure

• Sturdy, electric, mobile fencing 
• Mobile water trough 30 - 50lt /cow /day
• Holding Pen
• Shelter building 

• High + secure fencing, consider mobile electric
• Weatherproof shelter 
• Water troughs with min of  60Lt /day.

External 
Support / 
Logistics

• Transport and Handling
• Veterinarian support.
• Abattoir if consuming meat

• Transport and Handling
• Veterinarian support.
• Mustering support
• Abattoir if consuming meat

Labour 
Requirements

• Rotate cattle - pasture resting + hoof care
• Dry food distribution
• Filling water troughs
• Fencing maintenance

• Rotate goats - pasture resting + hoof care
• Dry food distribution
• Filling water troughs

R
EG

U
LA

TO
R

Y

Stocking Rates 2 12

Health 
& Safety 
Requirements

• Must have an Animal Management License from Auckland Council - 
$257

• Code of Welfare: Dairy Cattle 

• Vaccinations by veterinarian required

• Must have an Animal Management License from Auckland Council - $257
• Vaccinations by veterinarian required
• Hooves require regular trimming. 
• Susceptible to worms - regular drenching required.

Sales/
Processing

• Commercial abattoir and processing
• Must follow the Animals Products Act 1999

• Commercial abattoir and processing
• Must follow the Animals Products Act 1999

FI
N

A
N

C
IA

L Outgoing 
Costs

• Price of 1 cow $500 - $1000 from sales yard
• Abattoir  + processing $100 - $500/beast
• Vet - vaccines, drenching and hoof care

• In total - approx. $3000 to buy 12 goats. $3000/year vet expense - $80/goat to 
slaughter + process/package cuts 

• Vet - vaccines, drenching and hoof care at $220-$300/year/goat

Incoming 
Returns

• Sale of live beast - $500 - $1000 to sales yard
• Butcher meat = 60% of live weight - avg 400kg
• Sale of meat - $4/kg - 160kg of meat $640

• $2- $4/ kg of meat. 
• A 100kg Boer goat produces approx. 45 kg meat @ $3 = $135 / goat

SO
C

IA
L

Social 
Outcomes / 
Opportunities

• Manure for gardens
• Petting opportunities 
• Milking cow will supply the farm a milk supply, but too complicated to 

sell to general public.

• Weed eater/positive for landscape. 
• Selling goat meat is a good connection to ethnic communities

EN
V

IR
O

N
M

EN
TA

L Feed Stock 
Required

• Extra feed - hay and grain
• Rotating grass paddocks of good length grass
• salt licks
• Hay during winter months 4-5kg /cow per day. 
• Hay bale 50kg @ $15/bale = approx $90 per month to fed 2 cows.
• Cattle require roughly 22.5 sqm of grassland / per day.

• Grazing grass, herbaceous and woody perennials

Carbon 
Capture

• No hard data on this. • No hard data on this. 

Environmental 
Outcomes

• Building Soil from manure • Goats actively seek out bushes and shrubs, rather than just pasture, preferring 
woody perennials like gorse and broom.

• Building Soil
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ANIMAL 
SYSTEMS PIGS SHEEP LAYING HENS

IN
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Additional 
Infrastructure

• Strong, well maintained fencing / electric 
• Water trough with minimum of 10 - 50lt/day 
• Secure, temperature adjustable housing. 
• Clean sleeping areas
• Maintained effluent area.

• Sturdy / electric fencing
• Shelter from harsh environmental conditions
• Drinking troughs with a min of 60L / day
• Holding pens

• An enclosed rainproof chicken coop for 
        sleeping and laying eggs. 
• At least 30cm of roost or perch per chicken
• A minimum roof height of 60cm
• A surface for pecking and scratching
• A secluded nesting area

External 
Support / 
Logistics

• Transport and handling 
• Veterinarian support
• Abattoir if consuming meat

• Transport and handling 
• Veterinarian support
• Mustering support
• Abattoir if consuming meat

• Transport and handling 
• Veterinarian support

Labour 
Requirements

• Feeding / Watering / Rotating
• Clearing pens of poop
• Replacing bedding

• Sheep need to be checked regularly & preferably daily to 
feed, water and rotate over pasture.

• Daily Egg harvest + packers
• Daily feeding , watering and care-taking
• Chicken coops need cleaning once a week at minimum to remove 

poop, bad odors, build up of diseases.
• Spread collected manure throughout wider site.
• Coop needs moving around property to rest pasture.

R
EG

U
LA

TO
R

Y

Stocking Rates 12 12 80

Health 
& Safety 
Requirements

• Must have an Animal Management License from Auckland 

Council - $257  

• Vaccinations by veterinarian required

• Must have an Animal Management License from Auckland 

Council - $257 

• Vaccinations by veterinarian required

• Hygiene is crucial for preventing disease
• If more than 99 hens - must have a Verified Risk Management 

Programme to sell eggs
• Must follow the Animal products Act 1999

Sales/
Processing

• An Animal Status Declaration must be completed for all 
consignments of pigs either for processing or for sale.

• Must follow the Animals Products Act 1999

• Commercial abattoir and processing
• Must follow the Animals Products Act 1999

• Average sale price $5 - $6.00 per dozen - direct sales only

FI
N

A
N

C
IA

L

Outgoing 
Costs

• Buy in weaners and grow them to pork or bacon weight.
• Weaners cost $60 - $80 each
• Abattoir + processing  $50-$100 each

•  Lambs cost approx. $75 - $100 each. 
        12 x $85 = $1020 
• Abattoir + processing costs $30 - $100 per animal
• Vaccinations and drenching required per animal 

• One laying hen can cost between $3 - $80 depending on breed
• Cost of coop & accessories such as feeders, feed pellets, bedding and 

additional food
• Egg containers to pack eggs into

Incoming 
Returns

• Up to $4/kg at live average weight of 
        70kg  = $280/pig

• Live ewes and top quality lambs - $100 - 200 each (lamb is 
4-5months old)

• Avg $6/kg for lamb meat @ 20kg carcass weight =$120/
lamb

• Hens can produce 200 eggs/year
• 80 x 200 =16000/year 
• 1330 (1 doz boxes) at $6.00 = $8000.00 minus the outgoing and 

overhead costs. 

SO
C

IA
L

Social 
Outcomes / 
Opportunities

• Very social animals, great for petting opportunities.
• Gather local residence scraps for feed
• Feeding opportunities for children

• Petting opportunities for children and urban dwellers
• Can feed grass or feed pellets. 

• Petting opportunities for children 
• Explore commercial value of spent hens

EN
V

IR
O

N
M

EN
TA

L

Feed Stock 
Required

• Grains and excess food surplus 
• 1 - 4kg of feed a day / per pig depending on size

• Sheep will eat approx 4sqm of grass per day.
• Pasture and herbaceous material
• Hay during winter months  @ $15/bale. 

• Grains, cereals, herbaceous weeds, excess food stocks

Carbon 
Capture

• No hard data on this. • No hard data on this. • No hard data on this. 

Environmental 
Outcomes

• Will process excess food surplus / compost.
• Will grub out invasive weeds where situated
• Produce manure fertiliser for pasture or tree crops.
• Building Soil from manure 

• Building Soil from manure
• Invasive weed removal

• Building Soil manure
• Invasive weed removal
• Site clearing
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Comparative Analysis
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Reference Material 
Plant based land management systems info

Project Draw Down. 2019. Afforestation. [ONLINE] Available at: https://www.drawdown.org/solutions/land-use/afforestation. [Accessed 12 September 2019].
Toensmeier, E., & Herren, H. (2016). The carbon farming solution (p. 39). Vermont, USA: Chelsea Green Publishing.
Project Draw Down. 2019. Multistrata Agroforestry. [ONLINE] Available at: https://www.drawdown.org/solutions/food/multistrata-agroforestry. [Accessed 12 September 2019].
Project Draw Down. 2019. Silvopasture. [ONLINE] Available at:https://www.drawdown.org/solutions/food/silvopasture. [Accessed 12 September 2019]
The Permaculture Institute. 2019. Why Food Forests?. [ONLINE] Available at: https://permaculturenews.org/2011/10/21/why-food-forests/. [Accessed 12 September 2019].
roebuckfarm.com. 2019. Biointensive Farming. [ONLINE] Available at: http://www.roebuckfarm.com/what-is-biointensive-gardening.html. [Accessed 12 September 2019].
Project Draw Down. 2019. Regenerative Agriculture. [ONLINE] Available at: https://www.drawdown.org/solutions/food/regenerative-agriculture. [Accessed 12 September 2019] 
Toensmeier, E., & Herren, H. (2016). The carbon farming solution (p. 33). Vermont, USA: Chelsea Green Publishing.
Project Draw Down. 2019. Bamboo. [ONLINE] Available at: https://www.drawdown.org/solutions/land-use/bamboo. [Accessed 12 September 2019].
Native forest restoration guide. 2016. Native Forest vegetation. [ONLINE] Available at: https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/environment/plants-animals/plant-for-your-ecosystem/Documents/
nativeforestrestorationguide.pdf. [Accessed 12 September 2019]

General Guide to all farming animals
farmlands.co.nz/Documents/Guides/Farmlands_Lifestyle_Guide.pdf

General website info applying to all animals weights live and dead
mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/32863/direct
mpi.govt.nz/processing/meat-and-game/

Beef/Cows
Basic cattle info - for farming that has been applied as general information 

Feeding of hay/ water consumption
beeflambnz.com/knowledge-hub/PDF/guide-new-zealand-cattle-farming

Land area required/beast
lifestyleblock.co.nz/forum/your-place/34461-grazing-per-acre

Animal management licence
aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/dogs-animals/keeping-other-animals/apply-for-an-animal-management-licence/Pages/what-need-before-apply-for-animal-management-licence.aspx

Butchery/ Abortoire
mpi.govt.nz/processing/meat-and-game/
homekillservices.com/rates/

Goats 
agriculture.vic.gov.au/agriculture/livestock/goats/production/meat-and-offal-yields-of-goats
landusenz.org.nz/goats-meat/
livestocktrail.illinois.edu/sheepnet/paperDisplay.cfm?ContentID=9808
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Reference Material 
Chickens
RMP Risk Management Plan
mpi.govt.nz/processing/poultry-and-eggs/egg-production-and-processing/risk-management-programmes-rmps-for-eggs/

Cost of laying hens
thehappychickencoop.com/how-much-do-chickens-cost/

Animal Feed Calculations
survlivel.cultu.be/animals-per-m2-grassland

Pigs
nzpork.co.nz/assets/pdfs/small_scale_pig_farming_2013.pdf
nzpork.co.nz/assets/pdfs/best_practice_free_range_pork_production.pdf
nzpork.co.nz/assets/pdfs/small_scale_pig_farming_2013.pdf

Sheep

Feed
survlivel.cultu.be/animals-per-m2-grassland

Prices for lamb meat
stuff.co.nz/business/5140871/Sheep-farmers-enjoy-best-prices-for-decades
farmersweekly.co.nz/section/sheep-2/view/record-prices-paid-for-lambs

Numbers of sheep/arce
lifestyleblock.co.nz/forum/your-place/27212-sheep-grazing

Holistic Management and Planned  Grazing
sustainablefoodtrust.org/articles/holistic-grazing-at-croome-court/
roebuckfarm.com/
stuff.co.nz/life-style/home-property/nz-gardener/71931090/sonja-slinger-farming-is-jodi-roebucks-new-surfing



Land Use Management Systems Explored

• Comparison documents prepared by Resilio
• Considered by staff and trustees
• A number of options ruled out at this point - some are not suited to our current 
   context but may be revisited in future
• A number of options selected that best fit with our system & resources and achieved our 

priorities.

Systems Considered
• Agroforestry
• Perennial crops
• Bamboo
• Food forest
• Native revegetation
• Regenerative no-dig market gardening
• Grazing livestock:

• Cattle
• Sheep
• Goats
• Pigs
• Silvopasture
• Pastured poultry
• Jafa



Land Use Management Systems Explored
Agroforestry 

Pros Cons 

Biodiversity Significant plant and maintenance costs, limited income to cover this 
in first few years 

Diverse food production Loss of flexible open space for events, and associated income and 
community outcomes 

Innovative approach to demonstrate in Auckland No manure produced on-site for fertility 

High carbon sequestration through perennial crops Steep grade of paddocks make crop farming logistically challenging 

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

This could be a desirable production system to demonstrate, but would be financially difficult to establish given the high labour requirements 
and delayed return, as well as ruling out flexible use of the paddocks for events such as the annual festival.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Perennial crops 

Pros Cons 

Biodiversity Significant maintenance costs, limited income to cover this in first few 
years 

Diverse food production Loss of flexible open space for events, and associated income and 
community outcomes 

 No manure produced on-site for fertility 

 Steep grade of paddocks make crop farming logistically challenging 

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

More manageable volume of mixed perennial crops can be incorporated into the silvopasture lanes.  

 
 

Bamboo 

Pros Cons 

Carbon sequestration No real contribution to our strategic goals - no food production 

Possible sales opportunities There is existing supply of bamboo on-site 

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

Does not contribute to our primary objectives around food production and education - ruled out on any significant scale. 

 



Food forest 

Pros Cons 

Diverse food production, resilient High establishment costs and labour requirement, limited income to 
cover this for a number of years 

Ongoing income, once established Loss of flexible open space for events, and associated income and 
community outcomes 

Carbon sequestration 1900m2 of existing food forest on-site - adding more does not add to 
our diversity of educational opportunities 

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

Expanding the size of our food forest would not add to our range of teaching opportunities/systems demonstrated, and would be financially 
difficult to establish given the high labour requirements and delayed return, as well as ruling out flexible use of the paddocks for events such 
as the annual festival. 
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Perennial crops 

Pros Cons 

Biodiversity Significant maintenance costs, limited income to cover this in first few 
years 

Diverse food production Loss of flexible open space for events, and associated income and 
community outcomes 

 No manure produced on-site for fertility 

 Steep grade of paddocks make crop farming logistically challenging 

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

More manageable volume of mixed perennial crops can be incorporated into the silvopasture lanes.  

 
 

Bamboo 

Pros Cons 

Carbon sequestration No real contribution to our strategic goals - no food production 

Possible sales opportunities There is existing supply of bamboo on-site 

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

Does not contribute to our primary objectives around food production and education - ruled out on any significant scale. 

 



Regenerative no-dig market gardening 

Pros Cons 

Efficient food production from small area of land - small footprint 
allows it to coexist with more flexible open spaces 

Investment required in new tools/infrastructure/storage 

Ongoing income Carbon sequestration likely lower than with perennial crops / food 
forest 

Proven demand and existing customer base - CSA model can bring 
in funds up-front to cover start up/labour costs. 

Much of the site is unsuited to this - steep gradient means only 
workable in certain areas 

Demonstrates market garden style of growing, vs existing 
community/home garden style beds 

 

Partially uses some existing infrastructure  

Creation of farm jobs and training opportunities  

CSA model connects members with farming more closely  

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

Using certain areas of the paddocks for regenerative market gardening is a valuable opportunity to significantly increase the amount of food 
produced on-site, create stable income streams to enable creation of more jobs. It will make use of our existing assets, skills, and networks 
while also adding new opportunities for teaching, training, volunteering and buying produce. 

 
 
 
 

Native revegetation 

Pros Cons 

Biodiversity Limited contribution to our strategic goals - only contributes towards 
#2 

Carbon sequestration Fencing costs 

Waterway health Ongoing maintenance costs/time, without ongoing income to cover 
these 

Community engagement opportunities  

Support from Wildlands / Auckland Council for initial planting  

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

Large scale native revegetation would not significantly advance our food producing and educational goals. There is very limited space in the 
city dedicated to these goals/activities, and it is important that we use this space to its full potential. However, there is a role for revegetation 
in identified wet/unproductive areas. 
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Grazing livestock (general) 

Pros Cons 

Diversity of educational opportunities, demonstrate regenerative 
livestock raising 

Some infrastructure investment will be required (portable 
fencing/troughs etc) 

Carbon sequestration through managed grazing Greater commitments required to ensure animal welfare - e.g. 
weekend care 

Diverse food production - opportunity for urban residents to purchase 
meat with provenance and build understanding of farming 

Higher risks associated with animals - e.g. potential escapes, safety 
considerations, dogs 

Ongoing income from meat/eggs - proven demand Methane emissions from ruminants 

Majority of infrastructure is already in place (fencing, troughs, cattle 
yards) 

External feed requirements for chooks/pigs 

Reduce/process waste - eating both on-farm biomass/weeds that is 
problematic to compost, and food from off-site waste streams 

Logistical arrangements for processing and returning livestock is 
challenging 

Animals on-site attracts visitors (esp. families) who engage with 
Kelmarna’s purpose and activities more widely 

Potential for future PR issues - communications would need careful 
management 

Lower labour inputs than other production systems Carbon sequestration from managed grazing likely to reach 
equilibrium in 30-70 years (Grazed and Confused) 

Maintaining open pasture enables flexible use of paddocks for 
festivals, events etc 

 

Produce manure as key ingredient for compost  

Land Use Management Systems Explored

Opportunities to vertically stack multiple productive enterprises on 
same land in rotation 

 

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

With community support, livestock could provide valuable diversity to the farm and are the most obviously suited option for the land and our 
context. Initial managed grazing of pasture could transition into silvopastoral system. 

 
 

Livestock comparison: cattle 

Pros Cons 

Infrastructure mostly already in place Soil pugging due to animal weight/size 

Carbon sequestration - cattle are most commonly used animal with 
managed grazing 

Higher methane emissions 

Generally few health issues Higher safety risks than smaller animals 

Probably most useful manure for composting Land only capable of carrying small number of cattle - 2 or 3 

Easiest to move with portable fencing Smaller number of animals, on-site for longer period of time, may 
mean it is more likely they could be seen as pets 

 Fence strengthening required in places 

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

Pugging issues and increased safety risk/handling difficulties relating to large animals in our community context mean that sheep would be 
preferred to cattle currently, though cattle would not be ruled out in future. 
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Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

With community support, livestock could provide valuable diversity to the farm and are the most obviously suited option for the land and our 
context. Initial managed grazing of pasture could transition into silvopastoral system. 

 
 

Livestock comparison: cattle 

Pros Cons 

Infrastructure mostly already in place Soil pugging due to animal weight/size 

Carbon sequestration - cattle are most commonly used animal with 
managed grazing 

Higher methane emissions 

Generally few health issues Higher safety risks than smaller animals 

Probably most useful manure for composting Land only capable of carrying small number of cattle - 2 or 3 

Easiest to move with portable fencing Smaller number of animals, on-site for longer period of time, may 
mean it is more likely they could be seen as pets 

 Fence strengthening required in places 

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

Pugging issues and increased safety risk/handling difficulties relating to large animals in our community context mean that sheep would be 
preferred to cattle currently, though cattle would not be ruled out in future. 

 

Livestock comparison: sheep 

Pros Cons 

Smaller weight means lower impact re: pugging Generally prone to more health issues than cattle 

Carbon sequestration - managed grazing for soil building is possible Would require new yards for handling 

Larger number of animals means less likely to be perceived as pets Portable fencing is more difficult to handle 

Smaller animals means less safety risk Increased risk from dogs - may require extra perimeter fencing 

Lower methane emissions than cattle  

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

Preferred grazing livestock currently, due to lower risks than cattle, no issues around pugging, and lower likelihood of being viewed as pets. 

 
 

Livestock comparison: goats 

Pros Cons 

Will generally eat anything Difficult to manage, prone to escape 

 Browsers rather than grazers - not necessarily suited to our pasture 

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

Goats ruled out for now, as too difficult to manage and prone to escape for our context. 
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Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

Preferred grazing livestock currently, due to lower risks than cattle, no issues around pugging, and lower likelihood of being viewed as pets. 

 
 

Livestock comparison: goats 

Pros Cons 

Will generally eat anything Difficult to manage, prone to escape 

 Browsers rather than grazers - not necessarily suited to our pasture 

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

Goats ruled out for now, as too difficult to manage and prone to escape for our context. 

 
 

Livestock comparison: milking animals (cows, sheep, goats) 

Pros Cons 

Different educational opportunities Labour intensive, and requiring more daily commitment, e.g. 
weekends and holidays - no days off from milking 

Continuous income stream Would require new expertise 

Interesting value-added product potential Would require significant infrastructure 

 More space required per animal - difficult to make work in our limited 
area 

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

Ruled out as too challenging for now given our human resources, could be an option in future with greater management resources and 
expertise in place. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Livestock comparison: pigs 

Pros Cons 

Could be added as another layer in addition to grazing ruminants 
(and chooks) 

Potential for soil and pasture damage through rooting 

Potential to divert significant amounts of food scraps from community 
as feed 

Would require new expertise 

Educational opportunities  

Regular income, likely high demand  

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

Grazing rather than rooting breeds like kunekune could be suitable for adding as an additional layer on same pasture, once increased 
management capacity and skills were in place. 
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Silvopasture (as compared to more straightforward pasture grazing) 

Pros Cons 

Unique educational opportunity, demonstrate regenerative livestock 
raising in combination with trees/other perennials 

Higher labour requirements - mainly in planning and establishment, 
but also ongoing 

Highest carbon sequestration of any grassland system - more than 
offsetting methane/nitrous oxide emissions from ruminants 

Establishment costs for trees 

Trees provide range of valuable services for animals - shade and 
shelter, forage, potential nitrogen fixation 

Greater management complexity 

Deep rooting trees bring up trace minerals that are sometimes 
missing in pasture grasses, improving animal health 

Would close in some areas of pasture, reducing open space for 
flexible use (though not entirely) 

Mixture of short-term and longer-term income streams  

Opportunity to develop and build on this gradually, in line with our 
capacity 

 

Trees increase water retention in the landscape  

Aesthetically attractive landscape  

Community engagement in tree planting  

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

Silvopasture has many benefits over open grazing, seems well suited to our context and aims, and would be a valuable production system to 
demonstrate as key to the future of farming. This could be implemented gradually in line with growing capacity. Some areas would be 
maintained in more open pasture to allow continued flexible use for events. 
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Pastured poultry - layer hens 

Pros Cons 

Adds to diverse educational opportunities on-site Ongoing labour requirements 

Proven high demand and good price for local pasture-raised eggs. 
Regular profitable income stream. 

Infrastructure - investment required in start up infrastructure 
(eggmobiles, fencing), though many DIY models available 

Kickstart fertility and ongoing cycling for pasture and trees, spread 
livestock manure 

Majority of feed requirements still to be brought in from elsewhere - 
not self-sustaining 

Eat parasites that would otherwise remain in pasture to bother 
grazing livestock 

Spent layers - need to be moved on and replaced. May be 
challenges associated with this to work through. 

Make use of on-farm and community food waste streams Limited to under 100 chooks, without going through arduous 
registration process 

Use black soldier fly larvae produced on-site as part of feed 
requirement - closing food waste loop, reducing costs, demonstrating 
innovative sustainable model 

Limited to selling eggs directly (without arduous registration process) 
- can’t wholesale to restaurants for example 

Opportunity to develop an egg CSA model to help pay for start up 
costs, and engage community in the process 

 

Opportunity to sell retired layers to restaurants/community members 
as stewing birds, to recoup some costs 

 

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

Layer hens would play a valuable synergistic role in a (silvo)pasture system with grazing livestock - there are many established precedents 
for this globally. Egg production should provide profit over and above costs involved. 
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Opportunity to sell retired layers to 
restaurants/community members as stewing birds, to 
recoup some costs 

 

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

Layer hens would play a valuable synergistic role in a (silvo)pasture system with grazing livestock - there are 
many established precedents for this globally. Egg production should provide profit over and above costs 
involved. 

Jafa 

Pros Cons 

Community engagement - popular with local community, esp. 
children 

No significant contribution to our mission or strategic goals - no 
food production, contribution to carbon sequestration, soil health, 
biodiversity, etc 

Regular income from grazing fees  

Produces manure for compost  

Very little management time from us  

Outcome / summary of current thinking: 

While we have acknowledged in this process that hosting a grazing pony does not make a large contribution to achieving our mission, 
and is not an arrangement we would likely enter into in future, Jafa is a long-term resident at Kelmarna and very popular with the local 
community, and we would therefore seek to continue to make space available for him going forward where possible. 
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